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Synopsis

This is not a beginner’s guide: it’s an enterprise developer’s guide to building industrial-strength
servlets. Jeff Genender shows exactly how to dramatically improve servlet performance, reliability,
and scalability, while simplifying coding and maintenance in large-scale development environments.
This book brings together in-depth tutorials, case studies, and reference materials for advanced
real-world servlet development. It draws heavily on the author’s own experience in developing
servlet architectures from scratch and transforming inferior servlet applications into stable, reliable
software. Among the topics covered: creating a reusable base servlet architecture that accelerates
development and streamlines maintenance; improving error handling; establishing processes that
allow multiple developers to work on the same server projects; and using servlets in sophisticated
load balancing and fault tolerance applications. For all enterprise developers working with servlets
and related technologies, and for Web developers who need to replace their current server-side
technologies with a more powerful solution.
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Customer Reviews

This book is outstanding in that it approaches Java Servlet development more practically than most
other books. It shows the problems that you run into during development and heads them off by
showing you what you may end up encountering and the appropriate solution. This book saved my
team a lot of hours of headaches in that we ran into a lot of the issues that the author had explained
about in the book. Also his explanation of object pools and LDAP connectivity was excellent. I highly
recommend this book to any development team.
I am gratitude when got the book from a senior after he left the company. No one give me advise on how to program an enterprise servlet application and feel desperate. Don't look down on this 425 pages book, inside the book, every chapter is resourceful and practically useful apply to my development.

I have read alot of books on Java, and this one is the only one that seems to clearly explain all of the details. It makes development easy by providing sample code, and explanations. It contains many photos that really give you the grasp of a potentially complicated coding process.
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